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The basic structure of mission-oriented innovation,
as proposed in Mazzucato 2018, 2019. Grand
challenges are addressed by missions. Missions
combine multiple sectors, and portfolios of
projects, which work together to produce systemic
change, achieving the mission’s target outcomes.

Missions in
practice
Missions are bold, inspirational,
with wide societal relevance.
They indicate a clear direction,
ideally targeted and
measurable, with ambitious
innovation actions. They are
delivered through multiple topdown and bottom-up activities,
and co-created via crossdisciplinary, cross-sectoral and
multi-level relationships.

Missions
Example

Apollo missions (1961–73)
“Land a man on the Moon by the
end of this decade and return him
safely to the Earth.”

Missions
Example

Miljonprogrammen (1965)
One million affordable new
dwellings by 1974.

Missions
Example

Vision Zero (1995–)
No one should die or be seriously
injured in traffic.

outcomes in themselves, but are instead key enablers, or

Missions
Early development work

infrastructures, that can systematically combine to help
achieve the first set of goals.
Candidate mission themes

Candidate enablers
Capabilities

Touchpoints

Conditions

Keystones

Infrastructures

Foundations

01
Health athand

02
Healthy
sustainable
food

03
Carbon
positive
consumption

Innovative
public sector,
exploratory
regulation,
and resilient
governance

Digital
services, and
product and
service design
capability

Circular and
zero carbon
material
sources and
processes

04
Affordable
sustainable
neighborhoods

05
21stC learning
systems

06
Active
mobility athand

Thriving social
innovation
cultures,
networks and
structures

Trusted data
services,
platforms and
architectures

Human and
machine
learning
models and
systems

07
Zero carbon
health system

08
Healthy zero
carbon
buildings

09
Safe and clean
logistics

Agile, open,
entrepreneurial, global, and
resilient
private sector

Connected
industry,
energy,
services and
infrastructure

21stC Swedish
and Nordic
values,
culture,
identity and
models

This is a crucial detail we wanted to address with
missions. Often, governments will describe something like

During 2020, we engaged over 400
diverse organisations in various
exercises to define new forms of
systemic intervention in healthy
sustainable mobility and healthy
sustainable food.

Process—

Mission-oriented innovation in practice

Process—

Mission-oriented innovation in practice

Overall design process
3

Co-design portfolio of
prototypes for missions
— Platform strategy assessment
— Prototype analysis (existing projects)
— Prototype design
— Commission initial prototypes
— Prototype delivery
— Align with associated programmes
— International engagement
— Public events around initiative themes
— Mission Advisory Group set-up
— Mission Board set-up

Angles

Missions

Prototypes

Demonstrators

4

Build from prototypes into
system demonstrators

2

Prototypes produce learning as to form of
innovation required: the type of activity
(icebreaker or tailwind) or investment or
communities of practice required to scale.
The system demonstrator is the large-scale
delivery of the mission, within Sweden and
globally.

Develop angles into missions
and design principles

1

Co-design an initial view of the
system, proposing angles
— Sector analysis (roadmaps/research)
— Domain research activities
— Bilateral meetings (50+)
— Local field research
— Actors workshops (at least 3)
— Analysis of Systems Canvas Angles

28

— Design missions
— Portfolio analysis (existing projects)
— Align with associated programmes
— Bilateral meetings
— Design workshops (one per
initiative)
— Synthesis of research questions
— International partner engagement
— Commission Exploratory Research
— Public events around portfolio
themes
— Mission Board design

Designing Missions

29

Designing Missions

Actors workshop
Co-designing systems canvas

Actors Workshops
Network building

Desktop analysis
Insights from strategies and roadmaps

1 / National/municipal ‘airgap’

2 / Research and innovation in ‘silos’

3 / Bias away from implementation
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Actors workshop
Systems canvas

